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identifies errata that have been fixed in each product revision.
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Chapter 1.
Introduction
This chapter introduces the errata notice for the CoreLink™ GIC-500 Generic Interrupt Controller .

1.1. Scope of this document
This document describes errata categorized by level of severity. Each description includes:





the current status of the defect
where the implementation deviates from the specification and the conditions under which erroneous behavior
occurs
the implications of the erratum with respect to typical applications
the application and limitations of a ‘work-around’ where possible

This document describes errata that may impact anyone who is developing software that will run on implementations of
this ARM product.

1.2. Categorization of errata
Errata recorded in this document are split into the following levels of severity:
Table 1

Categorization of errata

Errata Type

Definition

Category A

A critical error. No workaround is available or workarounds are impactful. The error
is likely to be common for many systems and applications.

Category A(rare)

A critical error. No workaround is available or workarounds are impactful. The error
is likely to be rare for most systems and applications. Rare is determined by analysis,
verification and usage.

Category B

A significant error or a critical error with an acceptable workaround. The error is
likely to be common for many systems and applications.

Category B(rare)

A significant error or a critical error with an acceptable workaround. The error is
likely to be rare for most systems and applications. Rare is determined by analysis,
verification and usage.

Category C

A minor error.
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Chapter 2.
Errata Descriptions
2.1. Product Revision Status
The rnpn identifier indicates the revision status of the product described in this book, where:
rn

Identifies the major revision of the product.

pn

Identifies the minor revision or modification status of the product.

2.2. Revisions Affected
Table 2 below lists the product revisions affected by each erratum. A cell marked with X indicates that the erratum
affects the revision shown at the top of that column.
This document includes errata that affect revisions upto r1p1 only.
Refer to the reference material supplied with your product to identify the revision of the IP.
Table 2

Summary of Erratum

855721

CatC

GICR_WAKER.Sleep might lose an LPI

852676

CatC

Read of GITS_PIDR3 value may return incorrect value

838422

CatB

INVALL does not affect enabled LPIs

X

838421

CatB

Access to 8192 bytes below base address specified in GICR_PROPBASER

X

838420

CatB

MOVALL might cause corruption or deadlock

X

838419

CatB

GICR_WAKER.Sleep might lose an LPI

X
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2.3. Category A
There are no errata in this category

2.4. Category A (Rare)
There are no errata in this category

2.5. Category B
838419: GICR_WAKER.Sleep might lose an LPI
Category B
Products Affected: GIC-500 Generic Interrupt Ctlr - TERM.
Present in: r0p0
Description
The GIC-500 can implement support for LPI interrupts. If software is using the LPI support, software can save the
pending status of all pending LPIs to memory by setting the GICR_WAKER.Sleep bit to 1. When the
GICR_WAKER.Quiescent bit becomes 1, the GIC-500 will guarantee that the pending tables in memory will contain
all pending LPIs. This Sleep bit is a feature that the GIC-500 provides in addition to the features of the GICv3
architecture.
This erratum means that when Sleep is set to 1, the GIC-500 might lose an LPI when writing the pending LPIs to the
pending tables.

Configurations Affected
This erratum affects all configurations where the ITS is present and LPIs are supported.

Conditions
The erratum might occur if software sets the GICR_WAKER.Sleep bit to 1.

Implications
If the erratum occurs, the pending tables will not contain a complete list of the LPIs that are still pending. This means
that an LPI might be lost.

Workaround
There is no workaround for this erratum.
The Sleep bit is a feature that is not defined the GICv3 architecture. Therefore standard software will not use the Sleep
bit.
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838420: MOVALL might cause corruption or deadlock
Category B
Products Affected: GIC-500 Generic Interrupt Ctlr - TERM.
Present in: r0p0
Description
The GIC-500 can implement an Interrupt Translation Service (ITS) that provides maintenance operations for LPI
interrupts. One maintenance command that the ITS provides is MOVALL. This command can be used as part of an
architecturally-defined sequence to move all the LPIs from one core to another core.
This erratum means that using a MOVALL command may cause a deadlock of the GIC-500, the corruption of LPIs or
the loss of LPIs.

Configurations Affected
This erratum affects all configurations where the ITS is present and LPIs are supported.

Conditions
The erratum might occur if software writes a MOVALL command into the command queue of the ITS, and then the
MOVALL command is executed by the ITS in the GIC-500.

Implications
If the erratum occurs, the system might deadlock either due to a hardware deadlock or due to software not getting an
expected LPI. This erratum might also lead to data corruption if software receives an unexpected interrupt.

Workaround
You can ensure that the erratum does not occur by not using MOVALL commands. The MOVALL sequence is used to
move all LPIs from one target to another. This functionality can be replicated by using a number of MOVI commands,
which are not affected by this erratum. Instead of using the MOVALL sequence, you must instead issue one MOVI
command for each LPI that is currently mapped to the target you want to move the LPIs from. This will move each LPI
individually.
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838421: Access to 8192 bytes below base address specified in GICR_PROPBASER
Category B
Products Affected: GIC-500 Generic Interrupt Ctlr - TERM.
Present in: r0p0
Description
The GIC-500 can implement support for LPI interrupts. If software is using the LPI support, the GIC-500 will
sometimes read from the LPI configuration table in main memory using the address provided in the
GICR_PROPBASER.
This erratum means that the GIC-500 might read from the LPI configuration table at an offset of -8192 bytes, that is
exactly 8192 bytes before the start of the LPI configuration table. It might also cause data corruption or deadlock in the
connected processor, as well as deadlock of the GIC-500, the corruption of LPIs or the loss of LPIs.

Configurations Affected
This erratum affects all configurations where the ITS is present and LPIs are supported.

Conditions
The erratum might occur if software enables the LPI support by setting the EnableLPIs bit to 1 in one of the
GICR_CTLR registers.

Implications
If the erratum occurs, the system might deadlock either due to a hardware deadlock or due to software not getting an
expected LPI. This erratum might also lead to data corruption if software receives an unexpected interrupt.

Workaround
You can ensure that the erratum does not occur by allocating the memory 8192 bytes before the start of the LPI
configuration table, and setting that memory location to be zero.
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838422: INVALL does not affect enabled LPIs
Category B
Products Affected: GIC-500 Generic Interrupt Ctlr - TERM.
Present in: r0p0
Description
The GIC-500 can implement an Interrupt Translation Service (ITS) that provides maintenance operations for LPI
interrupts. One maintenance command that the ITS provides is INVALL. This command ensures that all LPIs on an ITS
collection use the latest priority and enable bits from the LPI configuration table.
This erratum means that an INVALL command might not affect all LPIs that are enabled when the INVALL command
executes. These LPIs are then not guaranteed to use the latest priority and enable settings.

Configurations Affected
This erratum affects all configurations where the ITS is present and LPIs are supported.

Conditions
The erratum might occur if software writes an INVALL command into the command queue of the ITS, and then the
INVALL command is executed by the ITS in the GIC-500 while some of the LPIs on the collection specified are
enabled.

Implications
If the erratum occurs, the INVALL command might not disable an enabled LPI, or might not change the priority of an
enabled LPI. This means that software might receive an LPI that should have been disabled. It also might not receive an
LPI that should have had its priority increased.

Workaround
You can ensure that the erratum does not occur by not relying on the INVALL command to update the settings for
enabled LPIs. The functionality of INVALL can be replicated by using a number of INV commands, which are not
affected by this erratum. Instead of using the INVALL command, you must instead issue one INV command for each
LPI that must use the latest LPI configuration. This will update each LPI individually.

2.6. Category B (Rare)
2.7. Category C
852676: Read of GITS_PIDR3 value may return incorrect value
Category C
Products Affected: GIC-500 Generic Interrupt Ctlr - TERM.
Present in: r1p0
Description
If you try to modify the Customer Modifiable field of GITS_PIDR3 register then the new value will not be sampled
until after another event enables the internal LCB clock

Implications
Software may read 0 from bits [3:0] of GITS_PIDR3 instead of the intended value.
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Workaround
Write to any GITS register (other than GITS_TRANSLATER) before reading GITS_PIDR3.
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855721: GICD_TYPER.CPUNumber!=0 when the ARE bits are fixed as RAO/WI
Category C
Products Affected: GIC-500 Generic Interrupt Ctlr - TERM.
Present in: r1p1
Description
GICD_TYPER.CPUNumber field reads incorrectly report the number of configured CPUs (topping out at 7)
irrespective of whether ARE=0 modes are supported.

Implications
The register value will not be 0 for configurations which don't support ARE=0 unless there is only 1 CPU.

Workaround
Ignore the GICD_TYPE.CPUNumber field as it has no meaning when ARE=1.
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